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CHANGES IN PALMYRA ATOLL AND ITS VEGETATION
 
THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES OF MAN, 
1913 - 1958 1 
By E. YALE DAWSO,,< 
Introduction and Purposes 
The present study was conducted as part of a long·term field explora­
tory program on poisonous fishes, and is a continuation and extension 
of earlier studies of the marine algae of Palmyra Atoll in this connection 
(Dawson, Aleem and Halstead, 1955). 
Fish poisoning, of the ciguatera type, was first observed in the Linf­
Islands, of which Palmyra is the northernmost, about 1943. Prior to that 
time ciguatera.producing fishes were unknown there (Halstead and 
Schall, 1958). All available evidence seems to indicate that ciguatera­
producing fishes become toxic as a result of their food habits. Apparently, 
environmental changes affecting these food habits have taken place in the 
Line Islands and have given rise to a toxic cycle in reef fishes. This cycle 
is believed to originate with certain kinds of marine plants. 
Palmyra Atoll was selected as the sill' for this particular study for 
several reasons: it is representative of thf' Line Islands; it maintains a 
large poisonous fish population and is readily accessible; a fairly complete 
account of the natural character of marine and terrestrial vegetation is 
recorded for the year 1913 (Rock, 1916); and historical records of the 
modification of the atoll by man over the subsequent years are obtainable. 
Not the least reason, however, was a desire by the writer to see and collect 
at first hand the algae of this atoll which he had heretofore known only 
from fragmentary collections made by several human beings and by a 
number of Palmyra reef fishes whose gut contents revealed their respective 
selections. ' 
The Natural Atoll 
Palmyra Island is a small atoll of elongate shape consisting of a reef, 
roughly 10 miles long in an east-west direction and 1% to 2 miles wide 
from north to south, on which lie a number of islets. The reef-flat appears 
as if tilted from west to east, for the western portion is submerged to a 
depth of 5-9 fathoms. This submergence, however, has apparently resulted 
from a long period of solution on that side as growth has proceeded 
actively eastward. On the red·flat are four large lagoons, and one very 
small one. The westernmOi't lagoon is surrounded by a now submerged 
reef· flat and shows depths of up to 9 fathoms below its bounding reef. 
The remaining succession of lagoons has apparently been more recently 
1This study was sponsored in part by a grant from the National Institutes of Health, 
Public Health Service to Drs. B. W. Halstead and B. Hessel of the School of 
Tropical and Preventive Medicine, Lorna Linda, California. Grant No. RG-2366(C8) 
and a contract No. AF 49(638)-187 from thl' Office of Scientific nesearch. U. S. 
Air Force. 
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formed. They are surrounded by continuous reef·flats which are only 
slightly submf'rged and show exposed patches at low tide. The westernmost 
of these enclosed lagoons shows evidence on its western side of progressive 
solution of its reef·flat which now is very narrow in places and, until recent 
years, lacked on the west an enclosing rim of islands (Figs. 2-4). Central 
and Eastern lagoons are entirely surrounded by reef-flats and by a ring 
of heavily vegetated islands which were formerly separated by narrow 
channels. It is interesting to note that the large pool in the coral rock 
platform easl of Papala Island must represent the beginning of further 
lagoon formation eastward. That this incipient lagoon was in process of 
being surrounJed by another ring of islands is evidenced by the position 
of Barren Island (formed between 1913 and 1940) on the east,~ardly 
growing broad reef- flat, and the presence now of additional barren sand 
islets arcing around .it. The formation of these lauer islpts may be sup­
posed to have been hastened by man's modification of the atoll in this 
area as will be pointed out below. Furthermore, the development of 
vegetation on them is imminent, for a considerable vegetation cover has 
already developed on Barren Island within the past 18 years. 
A conspicuous feature of Palmyra Atoll is the breadth of the reef-flats 
compared to the small island areas upon them. On the north and south these 
flats extend from a quarter to nearly half a mile from the shore, while on 
the west the reef edge may be more than a mile from the nearest shore. 
The original British survey erred in showing the position of the western 
reef-flat boundaries, and these have been corrected in Figs. 3 to 5 to agree 
with charts made during the early 19405 with regard to the military buildup 
there. 
Early History 
The atoll was discovered by Captain Sawle of the American vessel 
Palmyra on November 7, 1802. From that time until well into the 20th 
Century the island was visited only at long intervals. 
Palmyra Atoll was first claimed for the United States government 
in 1859 by C. P. Judd, but without knowledge of this, the Hawaiian 
Cabinet Council made it a possession under the Hawaiian flag in 1862 as 
the result of a petition by Captain Zenas Bent. Notwithstanding these 
claims, the atoll was annexed to Great Britain in 1889 by Commander 
ichols of H.B.M.S. Cormorant. Finally, upon annexation of the Hawaiian 
Islands by the United States in 1898, the atoll became officially a part of 
the United States by its specific mention in the President's :Message to 
Congress. During the past half century it has been under private owner­
ship, first of the Cooper family and then the Fullard-Leo family of 
Honolulu. 
The first major modification of the island by man of which we 
are aware was in the planting of 200 coconut tre(~s on one of the islets 
by an c-mployee of the Pacific Tavigation Company in 1885. At that 
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time somewhat less than 10,000 coconut trees were reported on the atoll, 
of which 6,000 were said to be "young trees not bearing." By 1913, 
however, it was estimated that "at least 25,000 bearing coconut trees" 
occurred on the islands. 
In July, 1913, a scientific party from the Bishop Museum and the 
College of Hawaii, Honolulu, visited the atoll under the leadership of 
hotanist Joseph Rock for the purpose of making a botanical survey of 
the area. In the report on this work which later appeared (Rock, 1916) 
it was said that the atoll consisted of approximately 52 islets, the largest 
of 46 acres and the smallest of 0.47 acres. Rock prepared a chart, which 
is reproduced here as Fig. 2, and reported that a comparison of the 
atoll with two earlier charts available to him showed that "the south­
western portion of Palmyra presented to us a quite different aspect from 
what the first chart (1874) showed, but coincided with the second map" 
made in 1901 by H.B.M.S. Egeria. "The northeastern portion also had 
changed. The larger islets indicated on the 1874 chart [see Fig. 1] had 
divided into smaller ones, as shown on the Egeria chart of 1901. Several 
smaller islets had, however, been omitted on the latter map, and a few, 
especially Holpi Islet, incorrectly drawn." 
Physical Changes from 1913 to ]958 
Although a Mr. and Mrs. Meng lived for nearly a year on the atoll 
in 1922, it remained infrequently visited and essentially unmodified until 
early 1938 when a detailed survey was conducted for the FourLPenth 
Naval District, Pearl Harbor. A comparison of Rock's chart uf 19U (Fig. 
2) with those made at the time of this 1938 survey and immediatPly 
thereafter (Fig. 3). show a number of changes during these 25 years. The 
northwesternmost three islets had changed shape and united into two. 
while two new sma]] islets east of Strawn Island appeared. On the 
southwest, the three islands west of Paradise Island had divided up into 
five, while, the four islands next to the east of Paradise Island had united 
into one. Bird Island had enlarged and Holei Island had con~idprahly 
changed its shape. Eastern Island had enlarged and incorporated twu of 
its smaller islets to the northwest. Then, the six small islands on the north 
side of Eastern Lagoon had combined themselves into thrPe. [n Rock's 
chart no island is shown on the broad eastern "Coral Rock Platfurm." By 
] 940 Barren Island, almost 2,000 feet long, had appeared thrre. 
The survey party was soon followed by other active groups on the 
atoll, particularly on Menge Island where by early 1940 the Civil 
Aeronautics Authority had established a communications facility and 
were in the process of construction which joined Menge and ldelle islands 
and extended the shoreline of both. A beacon was installed on Home 
Island, and later that year dredging of the 200 foot wide ship's channel 
hegan. The dumping of large quantities of coral debris as a result of this 
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major dredging operation resulted in the formation of four small artificial 
islets, two on either side of the middle of the dredged channel, and one 
large island, subsequently known as Sand Island, along the inner, southeast 
side of the channel (Fig. 4). By July, 1941, the ship's channel and the 
dredging away of the main obstructions in West Lagoon were finished, 
and Menge Island now had more than 25 buildings and a sea-plane 
landing ramp. Four major buildings had arisen on Cooper Island, and 
both sea-plane and land-plane runways, effecting extreme modification 
of the central lagoon, were under construction. 
The secondary dredging of portions of West Lagoon to form a 
turning basin resulted in the production of three additional man-made 
islets between Strawn Island and Sand Island (Fig. 4). 
No apparent effort was made at these early times to bring a!if"n 
plants in for ornamental use, for in the construction of the largl"' 
barracks buildings on Cooper Island in 1941 the following native plants 
were used in plantings: Cocos, Pandanus, Tournefortia, Ipomoea, Fleuria. 
and Asplenium. 
The most dramatic modification of the atoll came between October, 
1941, and June, 1942, when a11 the maj or islands of the atoll ring except 
outlying Sand Island, Barren Island and Bird Island were joined by a 
roadway which closed all the north, east and south circulation channel~ 
over the inter·island reef. At the same time enormous changes in the vicinity 
of Menge Island, Cooper Island, and Central Lagoon were effected in con­
nection with the construction of two land-plane runways, one of 5,:iOfl 
feet and one of 2,700 feet. At this time Sand Island was compacted and 
leveled for the construction of a land-plane base there. This was soon 
followed by the construction of a causeway from Home Island across 
the reef-flat to Sand Island and the extension of Paradise Island to accorno­
date the air heacon and radio towers in that vicinity. 
With the beginning of World War II the fortification of the atoll 
was rapidly accomplished with the building of bunkers, gun emplacemenb, 
ammunition storage vaults, and pill boxes throughout all parts of the 
islands facing seaward. Barbed wire entanglements were strung ano~'s all 
the reef-flats and vegetation leveled to provide cross-firing ranges. 
During the next years the buildup continued with the construction of 
a north-south causeway and two more large, rectangular, artificial islands 
in Central Lagoon (Fig. 4). The facilities on the atoll were expanded for 
the accomodation of 6,000 military personnel with the consequent prob­
lems of sewage and other waste disposal. These years of crowding the 
atoll with human beings greatly reduced the nesting bird colonies which 
had used the trees and shores of the eastt'rn islands for breeding. The 
enormous movement of personnel, especially in and out of Hawaii, Lrought 
about the introduction of many weeds, some of which became estahlished 
on the disturbed ground throughout the atoll and persisted to Iwcorne 
naturalized (Figs. 14-15). 
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During these few years of heavy human population a number of 
ornamental plants were purposely introduced. Some of these, such as 
Casuarina, Hibiscus, Terminalia, Coccoloba, and Calophyllum became 
established and have survived storms and inundations by the sea to persist 
to this day. The rate of growth and dispersal of SOr:le of these ornamentals 
has been very rapid, so that distant parts of the atoll havp been affected 
by original plantings on Menge Island (Figs. 14-18). 
During the period of military occupation of the atoll the roadways 
and otherwise modified areas were kept in immaculate condition. The 
causeways were kept clean and free of vegetation, and even in part painted 
white. Weeds were kept down, the plantings around buildings tended, and 
runways and roads extensively cleaned, graded and asphalted. 
The sudden end of the war brought the period of heavy population 
to a dramatic close. Shortly after the close of hostilities in 1945 it is said 
that a carrier came in one day, loaded nearly all the hompsick and anxious 
human beings, and took them immediately toward home. So sudden was 
the departure that typewriters were left with unfinished letters and the 
machines in the post laundry with clothes loaded and in process of washing. 
With the abandonment of the military installation, decay began and 
progressed rapidly for a time. Perhaps the first major regression was the 
destruction of the Sand Island causeway by about 1947. During that year 
the Civil Aeronautics Authority took over the atoll and until 1950 
operated it with employees and families numbering up to 970 persons. 
During this time some of the people undertook the care of considerable 
gardens of vegetables and ornamental plants. It is said that excellent 
tomatoes, radishes, onions, etc., were grown, as well as bananas and 
papayas. Gardens boasted roses, violets and poinsettias for a time. 
During this period some areas of disturbed ground were left aban­
doned to weeds. The main causeway, for instance, was allowed to grow 
up with whatever would take hold there, and Bryan reports (personal 
communication) that in 1946-47 Pluchea had already developed exten­
sively (Fig. 19). 
In October, 1949, Miss Margaret Hill, a resident with the C.A.A., made 
a collection of 25 specimens of plants, mainly in the vicinity of the 
inhabited area of Menge Island. Except for two or three, these show a 
group of introduced species most of which correspond with naturalized 
plants living in this area ten years later. Guettarda and Cenchrus, in 
particular, were not observed in 1958. The determinations listed here are 
by Marie C. Neal and E. H. Bryan, Jr.2 and represent materials in the 
Bishop Museum, Honolulu. 
2 I wish to thank Mr. Bryan for help in several ways in obtaining information con­
tributing to this report. 
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1. Cuettarda speciosa L. 
2. Coccoloba uvifera Jacq. 
3. Ochrosia oppositifolia (Lam.) K. Seh. 
4. Vitex negnndo var. bicolor (Willd.) H. Lam. I Vitex trifolia var.) 
5. HI:biscus tiliaceus L. 
6. Scaevola frutescens (Miller) Casso (Scaevola sericea VahI:! 
7. Messerschmidia argentea (L.) Johnson (Tournefortia argmtea 1" ) 
8. Pluchea odorata (1,,) Casso 
9. Erigeron canadensis L. 
10. Erigeron bonariensis 1" (Conyza bonariensis (1,,) Cronq.) 
11. Stachytarpheta indica (L.) Vahl 
12. Cenchrns echinatus var. hillebrandianus (Hitch.) H. B. 
13. probably Erigeron canadensis 1"
 
14.. Chloris in/lata Link.
 
15. Euphorbia hirta L. 
16. Syndrella nodi/lora (L.) Gaertner 
17. Enphorbia atoto Forst. f. 
18. Pilea microphylla (L.) Liebm. 
19. Cyperus sp. "one of several species" 
20. Erechtites valerianifolia DC 
21. Pluchea indica (1,,) Less or P. odorata (1,,) Casso 
22. Euphorbia heterophylla L. var. cyathophora (Murr.) Griseb. 
23. Euphorbia atoto Forst. f. 
24. Syndrella nodi/lora (L.) Gaertn. 
25. /ussiaea su//ruticosa 1" (/. f'r~cta 1,,) 
At the request of Mrs. Fullard-Lro. Mr. Arthur Harriss brought 
many coconuts of Hawaiian varieties to the atoll in 1950 and 1951 and 
planted them. This was aimed at a copra industry, and, indeed, salOP 
copra was made during the years 1952 to 1957 as had been done spora­
dically in the past. 
When the C.A.A. left in 1951 the Palmyra Development Company 
had the atoll up to 1957 with the idea of resort development, but, apart 
from the visit of three or four parties a year it was inhabited until 1957 
only by solitary Otto Horning, the resident agent. 
Since the spring of 1957 the Department of Defense has leased certain 
facilities on the atoll and has had parties of up to 50 people in residence 
for short periods. During that time some repairs to roads, buildings, and 
causeways have been made. The presently usable buildings are essentially 
(1) the renovated old two-story marine barracks, (2) a mess hall, thf 
former NATS Terminal, (3) the former NATS warehouse, (4) a concrete 
3 I am especially grat.eful to Mr. H81Tis for much information on the histor)' of 
Palmyra Atoll since 1942 when he first became associat.ed with activities there. 
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vehicle storage building, (5) an office building, (6) a modified former 
boathouse. The main airstrip is maintained. Water catchment for the main 
buildings is considered contaminated but usable for washing, toilets and 
showers. For small parties, rainwater is collected for drinking. A distilla­
tion unit can be set up for larger parties. Several vehicles and an outboard 
motor-driven boat are maintained, and several electric generators are in 
operating condition. Water pumps and plumbing are in poor condition. 
The usable roadways, as of October 1958, extend from Menge Island to 
Aviation Island, across the main causeway and to Eastern Island on the 
east and Paradise Island on the west. 
A severe storm visited the atoll in January, 1958, and did extensive 
damage. Nearly three feet of seawater is said to have flooded across the 
main runway of Cooper Island. Part of Menge and Cooper islands were 
washed away, including several old buildings. Others collapsed into piles 
of rubbish. The small islets south of Sand Island disappeared, and a 
sand-bar, exposed at low tide, developed in front of Paradise Island on the 
lagoon side. A channel broke through between Paradise and Home 
Island, and that between Whipporwill and Eastern islands enlarged. A 
channel between Aviation and Quail islands had already opened up prior 
to 1953. Barren Island and at least two adjoining, young islets were 
enlarged by the addition of calcareous debris, and several new barren 
islets appeared on the eastern reef· flats. Some of these are still shifting 
somewhat, but at least six of these sand islets appeared to be reasonably 
permanent as of 1958 and beginning to acquire vegetation (Figs. 5-6). 
The flooding with salt water apparently wiped out many of the 
ornamental and domesticated plants that were still present in 1957, 
including the bananas and papayas, so that the remaining introduced 
species can be said to be resistent to hurricane conditions. 
The enormous modifications in the land situation of the atoll have 
left their marks on the life and conditions of the lagoon which now remains 
murky throughout and essentially dead. 0 living coral of an} consequence 
occurs, and only a few species of algae are present, espt'C'ially in East 
Lagoon which now has regained some of its former natural circulation. 
The waters in general are filled with a fine suspension of calcareous 
sediment and are -in many areas so stagnant as to yield strong odors of 
H2S in the shallow flats. The closing of the circulation channels between 
the lagoon and the va~t eastern reef-flat has killed much of the inshore 
portions of this flat and the life of the once grand coral lJOols on either 
side of Papala Island. These inner areas are now deep in fine, mucky 
sediment (Fig. 6A) and are devoid of plant life except for quantities of 
Lyngbya majuscula. The development of the new sand islands on the 
reef-flat may partially be attributed to the change of circulation which 
created such currents as to allow their formation and persistence. 
The virtual abandonment of the atoll by man has been a boon to the 
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sea hirds which now have taken again to nesting there in vast numhers. 
The trees of the eastern islands of the atoll are now filled with breeding 
boobies and frigate birds during the fall. The old landing field of Sand 
Island and Central Lagoon's artificial islands are the breeding grounds 
for thousands of terns whose eggs and young cover the ground during 
October. Tbe development of vegetation is, of course, greatly encouraged 
by the fertil ization afforded by the birds. 
The Land Vegetation - 1958 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Although remnants and representations of the natural ,egetatioll 
remain on most of the original atoll lands which have not repeatedly been 
scraped and cleared, the natural association of land plants now persists 
only in a few areas of the eastern part of the atoll to which the introduced, 
alien plants have not yet extensively spread. The only native plant seen by 
Rock in 1913 and not encountered in 1958 in some part of this area is 
Lepidium owaihiense. 
Except for an occasional dense thicket of Hibiscus and seve'ral Calo-
phyllum and Coccoloba plants along the road, especially in the vicinity 
of the south end of the causeway, the area from Holei Island to north-
eastern Eastern Island shows relatively undisturbed vegetation. To be sure, 
old fortifications and trash dumps are here and there evident, but the 
magnificent stands of Pisonia grandis with their ground cover and epiphytic 
masses of ferns gives something of the original idyllic flavor of old 
Palmyra Atoll (Fig. 7). The grove of Ochrasia still stands on Holei 
Island (Fig. 8) where also the finest Pandanus stands occur (Fig. 12). 
Tourne/ortia lines the shore on either side with admixtures of Scaevola. 
Along the roadway in open places Fleurya, Lepturus and Portulaca occur. 
The flora of the whole group of islands from the south end of the 
main causeway to the end of the road at Paradise Island is conspicuously 
modified by the introduction of various alien species. The principal native 
vegetation consists of dense groves of Cocos with heavy Asplenium growths 
and frequent Polypodium (Fig. 11). Tourne/ortia is dominant along all 
the margins, and is especially large along Marine Island (Figs. 9-10). 
Several prominent introductions appear of which the most striking is a 
well-established colony of the variegated Scindapsus aureus on Tanager 
Island. The plant has climbed to the crowns of several coconut trees and 
is spreading rapidly over the ground (Fig. 18). A single large Casuarina on 
Tanager Island is seeding. Hibiscus tiliaceus appears in several places 
along the road with Coccoloba. The bushy plucheas are well-establi"hed 
around the south end of the main causeway and again in the clean~d 
causeway area at Paradise Island. 
The main causeway has been allowed to bear vegetation sincf' ahout 
1947 and is now occupied hy Pluchea, Scaevola, Tournefortia and Cocos, 
Fig. 6. A. Aerial view of the ea~t end of Palmyra At.oll in October, 1958, 
showing one of the "eorened channel~ into the eastern Illgoon and. on the upper left, 
two of the incipient ~and islets forming ion the cas/ern recf-lluL (Thi~ and all 
photographs reproduced here were trlllde by Mr. Don O!li~.) B. Aerial view of 
Palmyra Atoll seen from the east in October. 1958, ~howing light colored sedi-
ment surrounding thle now dead coral pool 011 the in~hol'e east.ern reef flat. 
Fi;.r. 7. The n"tnral PiwTlia !Irane/i., romsl on Holci lslllUd. 
Fig. 8. Ochrosia ofJfJosilifolia in the null.ll'al foresl on Ea~tern bland with 
Pandallu.~. Asp/eniwn and PolYfJodium. 
Vig.9. [nKide an old TOl1rn~rorlia grove on Mar.inc IKland. 
with two or three Pandanus plants (Fig. 19). Essentially the same asso-
ciation occurs on the man-made islands of Central Lagoon, now occupied 
by birds. 
The entire northwest portion of the atoll from Aviation Island to 
Strawn Island has a completely modified flora with numerous introduced 
wepds and a number of escaped and naturalized ornamentals. All of the 
native plants, however, except Ochrasia and Lepidium, may be found in 
one part or another of this area. Lepidium was formerly very common 
here but is now apparently extinct. Only a few plants of Pisonia occur in 
the heaviest Cocos grove on Cooper Island. Generally speaking, the native 
plants in this northwest area are now less conspicuous than the introduced 
species. Thus, the bulldozed flats of the main runway area are covered 
with Fibristylis, Pilea, Pluchea, Conyza, Borreria, Stachytarpheta, Euphor. 
bia and Ipomoea pes-caprae, with scattered Paspalum, Sporobolus and 
Eleusine (Fig. 14B). Where water stands, slippery, convoluted masses of 
the alga Nostoc commune occur, and the ground, generally, and in many 
otherwise barren areas, has a surface algal layer of Seytonema hofmannii. 
Fig. 10. South ~ho"e of Marine bland ~ho\\'ing typical h('Heh margin of TOllrllc-
furl in planl.~ with Cocos behind. 
ear the northwest end of the runway an old Casuarina stands surrounded 
by second and third growth seedlings (Fig. 14A) . Hibiscus (Fig. 15A), 
Calophyllum, Coccoloba, Leucana and several grassf'S are scattered 
throughout the Menge and COO!'Pr islands area. Less prominent and less 
widely established plants such as Syndrella, Crotalaria, Vitl'x, Phyllanthus, 
!ussiaea, etc., occur around the formerly inhabited area. Finally, there 
are a number of species which are reproducing themselves slowly and 
apparently have not spread beyond the immediate arf'a of their original 
planting. These include Terminalia (Fig. 17), Blechnum and }Jsilotum in 
the old ATS Terminal area and Psellderanthemum and Crap/,ophyllum ? 
Filr. U. A typical Cocos Irrove on KanIa hland with its 1100r anel epiph) tic vege-
tation almost wholly of Asplenium n.idus. 
around the former officer's residential area on outer Menge Island. 
Several alien plants persist as plantings, some still in their original nursery 
tins, but do not appear capable of reproduction. These include Sanseveria, 
Cordyline, Croton, A raucaria, Bombax, a small asparagus fern, an 
amaranth, etc. 
The development of the vegetation of the Menge-Cooper island area 
si nce the general abandonment has resulted in such dp,nse growth that 
many of the now decaying buildings are difficult of ac('t'ss. A number of 
Fi~. 12. atural grove of Pandallus, Tourneforlia and Pisurtia un Holei Island. 
them have already collapsed and are overgrown with Ipomoea, ferns and 
coconut trees (Fig. 13). TOllrnefortia and Scaevola are developing heavily 
along the shore areas and are in some places successfully overgrowing 
and pushing back the Plllchea bushes. 
The man-made islands which persist on the reef between Strawn Island 
and Sand Island are now, after 15 years, provided with a low but essen· 
tially full vegetation cover conspicuously of TOllrnejortia, Scaevola and 
Cocos, but including Ipomaea, Flellrya, Plztchea, Polypodium, Leptums, 
Fig. l:l. Overwowlh of old naval buildin~s by vegetation on Cooper Island. 
I!w"wen tuba <tnd Pluchea spp. are prominent here. 
Fimbristylis, Boerhaavia, etc. (Fig: 20A·B). The same i~ trup of Sand 
Island which, up to 13 years ago was scraped virtually cJean. Most of 
its central parts are now covered by an impenetrahle bru~hy thickp! of 
Pluchea. 
Of particular interest in the history of development of the ato II LS 
the condition of Barren [sland today. It was apparentl y so named about 
1938 because of its lack, or near lack, of vegetation. Now it is quite heavily 
vegetated thorughout its middle half and a few plants are appearing on ib 
calcareous, still relatively barren cast and south ends. It was not possible to 
approach the island nearer than some hundred yards by wading across the 
reef·flat from the west, but Tournefortia and Scaevola appeared to be 
the domina,nt plants together with a few rather short coconut trees. The 
• B, 
Fig. 14. A. Camarilla grove on Cooper Island. showiol-( the orip-inal plantin~ and 
the developing stand of seedlings. Pluchea and various introducl>d plants are in the 
foreground. B. Cooper Island main aircraft. runway with dominant vegetation of 
Fimbrislyl!ls cymosa, Pilen rnicrophylla and Pillchea spp. in backgrollnd. 
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new "barren" islands now developing on the reef to the north and south 
are still nearly destitute of vegetation although a few bushy plants are 
already visible on the larger of them. 
LIST OF LAND PLANTS OBSERVED AND COLLECTED IN OCTOBER, 1958 
The specimens cited here by the writer's field collection numbers are 
deposited in the Herbarium of the Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Hunululu. 
The determinations of all but a few of the species wt're mad\:' by Dr. F. 
R. Fosberg. 
NATIVE SPECIES KNOWN TO ROCK IN 1913 
Asplenium nidus 1. Widely observed throughuut the atoll. 
Polypodium scolopendria Burm. Widely ob:;erved throughout 
the atoll. 
Pandanus rockii Martelli Observed at the type locality on Holei 
Island. This and P. pulposus var. cooperi Martelli, subsequently described 
from material collected in 1914, probably represent two of the myriad of 
tri vial forms of P. tectorius Park. 
Lepturus repens var. palmyrensis F. BI. ]9843 [(aula 
Island; also observed on Eastern Island and on the artificial islets alon/! 
Western Lagoon. 
Cocos nueifera 1. Widely obsf'Tved througout the atoll. 
Fleurya ruderalis (Forst.) Gaud. ex Wedd. 19835 
Menge Island; also widely observpd throughout the atull. 
Boerhaavia tetrandra Forst. 19844, Kau la Island; also 
observed on an artificial islet along Western Lagoon. 
Pisonia grandis R. Br. 19862 Holei Island; also observed 
on Cooper, Papala and Eastern island . It also dominates an unnamed 
islet on the east side of Eastern Lagoon. 
Portulaca fosbergii von Poelln. 19825a Menge Island; 
also observed on Cooper and Eastern islands. This is prohably the plant 
known to Rock as P. oleracea. 
Ochrosiaoppositifolia (Lam.) K. Seh. 19847 Holei Island 
f pomoea tuba (Schlecht.) G. Don 19837 Strawn Island; 
also observed on Menge, Cooper and Pelican islands. This is probably the 
plant called l. glaberrima by Rock. 
Tournefortia argentea 1. Widely observed thruu~hout the atoll. 
Fig. 15. A. Largest original plant of Hibiscus liliaceus on Cooper Island (about 
16 years old) from which many plants have seeded. Pluchea odorala X indica 
beside fi~llJ"e. B. Introduced weedy vegetation at the west end of Lhe main airstrip 
on Menge Island. Conym bonariensis is prominent amid a general ground cover of 
F!mb,.i.~lylus and Pilea. 
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SPECIES UNKNOWN TO ROCK. 
(APPARENTLY INTRODUCED AND NOW NATURALIZED OR AT LEAST 
REPRODUCING LOCALLY) 
Calymperes tenerum C. M.4 19817 This was reported 
from Palmyra by E. B. Bartram (Bryologist 48 :45-53, 1945) and may 
he the "one single species" known to Rock, but unidentified. 
Bryum nitens Hook. 19856 Common, Menge Island. 
Brachymenium melanothecium (C.M.) laeg. 19856a 
Common, Menge Island. 
Nephrolepis hirsutula Forst. 19806 Menge Island; also 
abundant on Cooper Island. 
Psilotum nudum (L.) Beauv. 19845a Menge Island, 
local. 
Casuarina equisetijolia L. 19828 Menge Island; also 
observed on Strawn and Tanager islands. 
Cyperus polystachyos Rottb. 19811 Menge Island 
Cyperus javanicus Houtt. 19840 Aviation Island; also 
observed on Cooper Island. 
Fimbristylis cymosa R. Br., (= F. atollensis St. John) 19803 
Menge Island; common on scraped ground throu~hout the atoll. 
Sporobolus poiretii (R. & S.) Hitchc. 19832 Menge 
Island 
Paspalum orbiculare Forst. 19811a Menge Island 
Paspalum fimbriatum HBK 19852 Cooper Island 
Eleusine indica (L.) Gaertn. 19853; 19854 Cooper Island 
Scindapsus aureus (Lind. & Andre) Eng!. 19845 Kaula 
Island, local 
Crotalaria incana L. 19801 Menge Island, local 
Ipomoea pes-caprae subsp. brasiliensis (L.) v. Oost. 19802 
Menge Island 
Rorreria laevis (Lam.) Griseb. 19807 Menge Isand; 
also observed on Cooper Island. 
Pilea microphylla L. 19808 Menge Island; widespread 
also on Cooper Island. 
Euphorbia glomerifera (Millsp.) Wheeler 19809 Menge 
Island 
Euphorbia cyathophora Murr. 19831 Menge Island, local 
Phyllanthus debilis Klein ex Willd. 19827 Menge Island 
Craptophyllum. pictum (L.) Griff.? 19849 Menge Island, 
local 
4 Determinations of this and the two othe" mosses a,.e by Dr. If. A. Mill",.. 
Fig. 16. Fifteen year old planting~ of Pandunll.s, Cocos and Casaol'ina at the old 
NATS Terminal building on Menge r~land. Sewlral introduced spceic~ fire spread-
ing froll1 plantings in thi~ area. 
Coccoloba u.vifera L. 19846 Menge Island; also observed 
on Marine, Engineer and Cooper islands. 
Stach)'tarpheta indica (L.) Vahi 19810 Menge Island; 
common on Cooper island. 
Terminalia catappa L. 19824 Menge Island, local 
Vitex trifolia L. 19825 Menge Island, local 
Leu.caena glau.ca (L.) Benth. 19826 Menge Island, local 
Calophyllum inophyllum L. 19829, 19851, Menge Island; 
19863, Papala Island 
Hibiscus tiliaceus L. 19830 Menge Island; also ohserved 
on Cooper, Pelican, Engineer, Tana~er and Marine islands. 
Scaevola sericea Vahl Widdy observed throughout the atull 
but apparently not known to Rock in ] 91:). 
Fig. I,. Tcrrllil/alia calapfJa planLing's around Lhe old NATS Terminal buiJding 
un Meng<: Island. Thl's,> are abolll 8-10 years old and are reprodncing as indicatC'rl 
hy 111<' secrlling-s. 
l"ig-. HI. 'cilldapslls aurCIlS cscape,l from hOllsehold pUl_culture and naLllralized 
on Kallia Islanrl. 
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]ussiaea suffmticosa L. 19834 Mf'n~p Island, local: also 
observed on Cooper Island. 
Triumfetta procumbens Forst. I. 19838, Strawn 1"land; ]981U. 
Menge Island 
Blechnum brownei Juss. 19846 Mcnge island, local 
Pseuderanthemum carmthersii (Seem.) Gull. 19850 
Mcnge Island, local 
Conyza bonaricnsis (L.) Cronq. 19804 Nlpn/2;e bland; 
also observed widely on Cooppr Island. 
Pluchea indica (L.) Casso 19842 Cooper Island; widely 
ohserved on Menge and Aviation islands. 
Pluchca odorata X indica 19805, Mengp fsland; 1984,1, 
Cooper Island; common in all disturbed areas of the atoll. 
Veronia cinerea (L.) Less. 19833, Mengp Island; 198:18, 
Strawn Island 
Emilia sonchifolia (L.) DC. 19836 \1enge bland; O'Ta· 
sional also on Cooper and Aviation islands. 
The Marine Vegetation 
GENERAL COMPARATIVE OBSERVATIONS, 1913-195:1 
The original algal vegetation of the lagoons is known only from the 
rpmarks by Rock that "the two species of Halimeda [H. discoidea and H. 
opuntia] grow on the edge of the lagoon between coral." Nevprtheless, the 
presence of these conspicuous large forms among coral indicatf' that an 
appreciable flora must have existed in keeping with that of other coral 
atoll areas. This is now virtually absent. The closing of thf' intpr-island 
reef channels in 1941 effectively destroyed the natural circulatiun of water 
and killed the sessile inhabitants of the lagoons, both coral and algae. 
Today, in much of the murky, semi-stagnant water only a few blue-green 
algae grow, together with green, shell and coral borers and small amounts 
of such tolerant green algae as Enteromorpha. However, in East Lagoon, 
which now has regained a portion of its connection with the sea through 
two openings across the reef, a limited flora consisting largely of 
Celidiopsis occurs with a few patches of Codium. These seem to represent 
the first large forms to return and to begin the reconstitution of a lagoon 
flora as the trend to natural circulation develops. 
On the broad reef-flats on the north and south sides of the atoll the 
life has similarly been destroyed by restriction of circulation. Extremely 
high temperatures now obtain on sunny days when the shallow reef-flat 
water at low tides slowly moves longitudinally from the east under 
constant insolation. Accordingly, except for ubiquitous Lyngbya, algid 
growths are largely restricted to the outer edges of the reef-flats near and 
in the surf zone where heavy mats, mainly of Caulerpa, Bryopsis and 
ill 
Fig. 19. Vegetation cover along t hI' cdl!l's of the artificial Cllllsewa y in October. 
1958. aftl'l' about <) years of natnrnl sl'elling: mainly TOllrrlf'for/;o. Sruel'O/a amI 
PllLchea. 
Avra£nvillea occur. Lyngbya is the only conspicuous form on the warm. 
inner parts of the broad flats. 
In the summer of 1913 Cladoplwropsis sl£ndanensis (Claduphora 
sabl£losa Lyon) was said to be the only conspicuous alga on Palmyra, 
forming mats or round balls filled with sand and rolling about loose in 
shallow water. It is presumed that these observations were made both on 
the seaward and lagoon reef-flats. This plant was nowhere observed in 
1958. 
Channels between the islands are now mostly absent, but even where 
present are virtually barren. as observed between Aviation and Quail 
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Island:-, and along Sand Island. That such channels were formerly 
vegetated is indicated by Rock's nole that "the two species of Caulerpa [C. 
serrulata and C. urvilliana] grow in the sand, usually in the channels 
between islets." The flora of these inter·island channels has been lost. 
A "lithothamnium ridge" was not found on the north side of the 
atoll, although a low one, about 24 inches above the reef-flat was visible 
at the surf line on the south side near Engineer Island. Examination of the 
reef-flats on hoth thc north and south sides of the atoll at moderately 
Jow I'ides revealed a poor to scant developmcnt of reef-building corallines. 
Indeed, they appeared to be restricted largely to the immediate surfy 
edge of the reef where conspicuous surge channels are visible from the 
air. Porolithon oncodes and P. craspediwn were collected near the end 
of Penguin Spit off Home Island on the upper parts of coral mounds in 
5 to 10 foot depths, and may be expected to occur prominently on the reef 
edge. It is strongly suspected, however, from the nature of Rock's collec-
tions, that these plants as well as Goniolithon frutescens must have been 
abundant and readily collected on the eaward reef near Home Island in 
1913. 
Further evidence of the restriction and reduction of the living coralline 
al"al component of the reef margin is suggested by the sands. On both 
the north and south sides of the atoll the sand deposits on the inshore 
margins of the broad reef·flats are composed almost entirely of coral 
fragments. On the other hand, similar sand deposits from the broad 
eastern reef·flats are almost entirely composed of fragments of coralline 
algae, mainly Goniolithon f ratescens. This would seem to indicate that 
the unaffected outer reaches of the eastern reef, under the influence of the 
prevailing winds, steady currents and free circulation, are richly provided 
with growths of these reef builders and are in a highly active, growing 
condition, while the decreased circulation resulting from man's modifica-
tion of the land areas of the atoll has created relatively unfavorable 
conditions on the north and south with the effect of restricting the occur· 
rence of reef-building corallines in these areas. It may be expected, in 
the absence of normal circulation channels between Holei and Eastern 
islands, that the coralline sands produced by the southeastern portion of 
the reef will continue to accumulate in the ring of islands currently 
forming between Bird Island and Barren Island, and, becoming vegetated, 
will add a considerable land area to the atoll. 
LOCAL FIELD STATIONS, COLLECTIONS AND OBSERVATIONS, OCTOBEH. 1958 
The following observations are arranged accordin~ to dw fidd 
collection stations occupied and are accompanied by th.. writer's fielo 
numbers representing those specimens collected and prepared for oeposition 
in the Herbarium of the University of California, Berkeley. 
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19378·194:11; 19615. Inside of Penguin Spit south of Sand Island, in 
depths of 5·25 feet, October 20-22. 
Diving in five to twenty·five feet of water between the dredged channel 
and the inside of: Penguin Spit proved extremely interesting, for here we 
found increasingly rich displays of undersea life as we approached the 
breaker line. Unlike the area of the sunken wreck on the west side of the 
channel where living coral was scant, on this side we found splendid 
growths as well as reasonably abundant Porolithon and a little Gonio· 
lithon. It is evident that the algae increase in development toward the 
reef margin where active growth of the rel'f is taking place. Abundant 
Halimeda of several kinds and Dictyosphaeria were most prominent within 
the breaker line, with some Avrainvillea and Caulerpa. Some Neomeris 
appeared in the outermost area, and various filamentous red algae, but no 
larger Rhodophyta. Cryptonemia ? umbraticola sp. nov. appeared abun-
dantly in deeper holes and on vertical faces of coral mounds nearer to 
Sand Island, but not close to the Penguin Spit breaker line. 
19432-19443. Reef·flat between Portsmouth Point and Barren Island, 
October 19. 
An unsuccessful attempt was made to wade across the reef-flat in 
this area. The flat deepens to over 5 feet near the edge of Barren Island 
where considerable coral growth appeared. including large patches of 
antler coral. From the indications here and from the ai r one would expect 
to find a richly growing reef at the seaward edge of this flat. Turbinaria, 
with a heavy association of Cladophora socialis, occurred in the middle 
and outer parts of this broad channel which provides constant circulation 
across the flat. Large mats of Caulerpa measuring hundreds of feet in 
extent also occurred, and nearer the reef margin was much Avrainvillea 
and Microdictyon. 
Observations nearby at the big pool east of Papala Island showed 
it to be barren and recently dead. The whole reef-flat in this area is 
covered with much fine sedimf'nt (Fig. 6 A). Only Lyngbya majuscula is 
present in quantity. The evidence is overpowering that the life of this 
reef area was killed by the closing of the inter·island channels and that 
the resulting pile up of sand has enlarged Barren Island, built up the 
vegetation on it, and has created a number of new islands on the reef. 
Some of these are little exposed except at low water and remain small 
and shifting, but several of them are reasonably large and even show the 
beginnings of terrestrial vegetation. 
19444·19456. Reef·flat margin in the surf zone on the north side of 
Menge Island, October 22. 
Conditions here were much like those at the nearby Strawn Island 
location mentioned helow. 
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19457-19465; 19512-19520a; 19524-19528. On coral heads in 5-25 feet 
of water on the west side of the ship's channel entrance, October 20. 
This is the area in which the ship known as the "Commonwealth" 
went aground in early 1958. The water temperature was 83° F., and from 
depths of 25-30 feet coral peaks rise to within four feet of the surface. 
An assortment of various algae was collected, but the dominant plant on 
the dead coral bottom was Pterocladia. Bryopsis and Hypnea were fre-
quent, and Cryptonemia ? u.mbraticola sp. nov. common in shadowy 
holes under the coral heads. Halimeda was very scant and Caulerpa 
infrequent. 0 large algal forms and no living crustose corallines were 
observed. 
]9529-19536. On wood and ironwork of the wreck at the west sidf' of thl' 
ship's channel entrance: floating at sea level, Octobf'r 20. 
The distinctive flora found in this specialized habitat is charartpristic 
of rocks awash at sea level off tropical shores. The gt'llf'ra Enterunwrpha. 
Ectocarpus, Polysiphonia, Ceramium and Bryopsis wen' prumim~ntly 
represented. 
19480-19494; 19541-19554. Reef-flat northwest of the north tip of Fastern 
Island, October 16. 
The reef is rather narrow here and has a slight ridge at the outer 
edge elevated about a foot above the inner part of the flat. The water is 
cooler during sunny days than westward along this reef and a richf>r flora 
was present, consisting of the usually abundant Caulerpa, Avraim;z:ll('(l, 
Lyngbya and Bryopsis, but also of abundant Dictyosphaeria and .iIJIicro-
dictyon. Boodlea, Turbinaria and Halimeda were present. A uainrillea 
was less common than at Strawn Island. 
19497-19511. Reef-flat opposite the end of the main causeway at Engineer 
Island, October 17. 
This reef is narrower than most around the atoll, hut is still over a 
quarter of a mile wide. It is perfectly flat, varying less than 10 inches to the 
outer edge which shows a slight "lithothamnium ridge." This ridge 
appeared to be dark colored and apparently dead so far as was visible 
from a little distance under unfavorably surfy conditions. It seemed to be 
about two ftet above the reef-flat on the breaker line at low tide on this 
day. This slight ridge suggests an explanation of the relative nearness of 
the islands to the reef margin in this area. 
The reef-flat has abundant Lyngbya inshore in water at mid-da} 
temperatures of 87" F., and seaward a rather monotonous flora of Caulerpa 
and BrJ10psis together with moderate masses of Avrainvillea which were 
often covered with Dictyota friabilis. The variety of algae was poor 
compared to the flora on the north of Eastern Island, lacking such things 
as Halimeda, Dictyosphaeria, Microdictyon, Boodlea, Turbinaria, etc. 
A. 
Fig. 20. A. One of the small artificial islets on the west side of West Lagoon, 
showinO' the extent of vc/!ctation development by 1958 from an initially barren 
dredlle-dump condition in 1942-43. B. Shoreline view of the artificial island indi-
eated above showing dominant ScaelJola ve/!ctation with numerous sproutinp; Cocos, 
and a Leplurus colony abo\'e the low bluff. 
r 
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19521-19523. Shallow lagoon reef·flat midway between Kaula Island and 
Cooper Island, October 18. 
A scanty flora occurs in this highly modified, almost sterile area. 
[t consists only of a little Jania and Wurdemannia. It would appear that 
most of the western lagoon flats can boast of little more varif'd floras 
than this. Observations along this lagoon opposite tl1<' west end of \'ooper 
Island off the old NATS Terminal showed essentially barren: murky 
conditions. Except for some green boring algae and Vf'ry scant, dwarfish, 
filamentous greens, nothing was seen. The area along this lagoon oppo~ite 
the south end of Strawn Island is also essentially harrf'n. Only a poor, 
sparse growth of Lyngbya was observed. 
19537·19540. Inshore side of the western reef·flat about half a mile north 
of Sand Island, October 18. 
The flora here consisted almost entirely of Turbinaria with a heavy 
epi phytic cover of Acrochaetium, Lophosiphonia. Polysiphonia, etc. 
19558·19560. At a depth of 5 feet northwest of the northeast f'nd of Sand 
Island, October 18. 
The flora here, on brilliantly illuminated white sand bottoms, consisted 
largely of Pocockiella and dwarfish Pterocladia on dead eoral fragments. 
19561·19566. Narrow tidal channel between Aviation and Quail islands. 
October 16. 
In this reopened channel, subject to considerable movement. a limited 
flora consisting of Tlabinaria, Pocockiella and Jania has developf'd among 
prominent hydroid clumps. 
19567-19578. Northwest portion of East Lagoon off the causeway, OctuLf'f 
16. 
The partially regained circulation in this lagooll, due to hreaks in 
the roadway fills between Aviation, Quail, Whippoorwill and Eastern 
islands has favored the redevelopment of a lagoon flora which now consists 
mainly in this area of abundant mats of Gelidiopsis intriruta, with 
associated Lyngbya, Ceramium, etc., on the flab among millions of 
holothurians. A few scant patches of Codium occurred at the drop·off into 
the deep lagoon, but little else was evident. 
19580·19594. The seaward reef-flat off the east end of Strawn Island, 
October 15. 
A rich cover occurs on the outer areas of the broad reef. This 
consists mainly of Caulerpa, Avrainvillea, Bryopsis and Lyngbya with 
some Jania and other scattered species. The reef is very flat and surf was 
breaking at medium tide so that it was possible to work only to about 
half way to the reef edge. Caulerpa formed large, often continuous mats. 
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The Avrainvillea was remarkably luxuriant among dense clumps of 
Bryopsis. 
19595-19614. The reef-flat north of Aviation Island, October 16. 
This flat was provided with much Turbinaria about half way 
out, and then Caulerpa and Bryopsis with little diversity. The water was 
uncomfortably hot to work in as the result of its slow drift down the broad 
flat from the east under intense insolation. Scarcely anything but Lyngbya 
was evident in the inshore areas. No "lithothamnium ridge" was visible 
on this portion of the reef. 
A~NOTATED LIST 01-' THE PRESj,;NT BENTHIC MARINE PLANTS AS OBSERVED 
AND COLLECTED I~ OCTOBER, 1958 
With few exceptions, the species listed below have recently been 
reported and illustrated in one or another of the following papers dealing 
with the marine algae of the tropical Pacific: Taylor, 1950; Dawson 
1954; Dawson 1956; Dawson 1957a. 
The first set of specimens is deposited in the Herbarium of the 
university of California. 
CYA OPHYTA5 
t"nlophysalis conferla (Klitz.) Dr. & Daily 19486a; 19509a; 
19543b; 19605a 
Lyngbya gracilis var. I1wniLt:s (Setch. & Card.) Dr. 19583a; 
19605 
Lyngbya gracilis (Menegh.) Rabenh. sq. Gam. forma 19586, 
on Avrainvillea. 
Lyngbya majuscala (Dillw.) Harv. 19441; 19486; 19509; 
19562; 19570; 19583; 19592a; 19605b. 
Lyngby(t sordida (Zanard.) Com. 19379; 19467 
Oscillaloria bonnemaisonii Crouan 19592 
Phormidium penicellalltm Gam. 19383; 19409; 19427; 19498; 
19506; 19508; 19592b; 19614. Most of these formed large, soft, suh-
spherical attached masses. 
CHLOROPHYTA 
19589 
19529 
1944~ 
Enleromorpha inteslinalis (L.) Link 
Enleromorpha lubulosa (Klitz.)' Klitz. 
Cladophora cryslallina (Roth) Klitz. 
identification); 195891 
Cladophora inserta Dickie var. 19594 
Cladophora inserla var. ungulata (Brand) Setch. 
(not a positive 
19491.' These 
5 Determinations of the Cyanophyta werc made by Dr. Francis Drouet, New 
Mexico Highlands University, Las Veg'8s, Ncw Mexico. 
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are in especially good agreement with Setchell's illustration. 
Cladophora patentiramea (Mont.) Klitz. 19503, growing with 
Lyng6ya. This seems to be a slender, entangled form of this species with 
ultimate branches only about 30 p. in diameter. The branching habit is 
remarkably like that illustrated by Setchell (1926). ' 
Cladophora socialis Klitz. 19432 This seems to agre!" 
beLter with Klitzing's Tahitian type of C. socialis than and other specimens 
seen by the writer to date. The irregularly shaped cells. rhizoidal exten· 
sions, septation, length of cells, etc. are in close accord with his figure. 
Zygomitis sp. 19442, in dead coral 
Valonia utricularis (Roth) C. Ag. 19425; 19444; 19600 
Dictyosphaeria, cavernosa (Forsk.) B¢rg. 19.'\84; 19468; 
19482; 19546; 19550 
Dictyosphaeria versluysii W. v. B. 19418 
Cladophoropsis gracillima Daws., prox.? ]9574 This 
material is mostly 46-65 p_ in diameter and lacks the thick walls usually 
characteristic of this species, but has cells 12-25 diameters long, approach-
ing those of C. gracillima. It may possibly represent a very slender, lax 
and long-celled form of C. sundanensis. 
Boodlea van60sseae Reinbold 19492; 19'195; 1%57, a very 
loose form 
Anadyomene wrightii Harv. 19403b, small plant~ 
Microdictyon pseudohapteron Gepp & Gepp 19403; 19437. with 
good fibulae; 19545 
Derbesia attenuata Daws., prox. 19567, young vegetative 
material frequently showing an inflated region in the lower part of the 
main axes. 
Derbesia marina (Lyngbye) Kjellm. 19504; 1944::\a. Both of 
these are richly fertile with ovoid to subturbinate sporangia on minimum 
pedicels (30 p.). 
Derbesia ryukyuensis Yamada & Tanaka 19465, typic:al fertile 
material 
Bryopsis pennata val'. secunda (Harv.) Collins & Hervey 
1944.5; 19502; 19525; 19547; 19581; 19534; 19555. Most of these 
materials are not entirely characteristic in that the branching is not com· 
monly clearly distichous, but is more or less secund and irregularly 
multifarious. The curving tips. secund branching, etc., ,suggest some of 
Egerod's Hawaiian specimens. Larger, more richly developed specimens 
such as 19555 and 19581 have many descending corticating rhizoids 
developed on older parts. By the combination of these with the entwining 
branch axes a matting together is effected which markedly compacts the 
lower parts of clumps 7-10 cm. tall. 
Caulerpa serrulata (Forsk.) J. Ag. 19380; 19422; 19436; 
19455; 19<170; 19490; 19499; 19556; 19576 19582; 19607. With few 
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exceptions these correspond with var. serrulata forma spiralis (W. v. B.) 
Gilbert. 
Caulerpa urvilleana Mont. 19388; 19471; 19544; 19599. 
The forms of this species generally correspond with the val'. urvilleana 
forma tristicha (1. Ag.) W. v. B. 
Caulerpa vickersiae Bring. 19403a, in very small amount 
Avrainvillea lacerata (Harv.) J. Ag. 19382; 19408; 19419; 
19440; 19456; 19473; 19483; 19500; 19541; 19580 
Neomeris bilimbata Koster 19615 
Halimeda discoidea Dec'ne 19386; 19407; 19414.; 19469; 
19481; 19543; 19603 
Halimeda jragilis Taylor 19412 
Halimeda gracilis Harv. 19457; 19512 
Halimeda opuntia (1.) Lamx. 19389; 19390; 19410; 19416; 
19434; 19485; 19551 
Codium geppii O. C. Schmidt, complex 19568 
PHAEOPHTA 
Sphacelaria /urcigera Klitz. 19527a, on Pocockiella 
Sphacelaria spp. 19475, on Turbinaria; 19608, gametangial 
Ectocarpus indicus Sander 19438, on Turbinaria; 194.75, on 
Turbinaria; 19531, the gametangia young and only 1 cell wide; 19536: 
19609, richly fertile. 
Ectocarpus irregularis Klitz. 19530 This material has 
mostly empty plurilocular sporangia and some showing germination of 
zoospores without discharge. 
Ectocarpus sp. 19564, in extremely active vegetative condition, 
but sterile. 
Pocockiella papen/ussii Taylor 19488; 19505; 19515; 19528: 
19554; 19584; 19596 
Pocockiella variegata (Lamx.) Papen£. 19406; 19447; 19472; 
19527; 19558; 19566 
Dictyota divaricata Lamx. 19524 
Dictyota /riabilis Setch. 19393; 19450; 19460; 19549; 19585, 
small; 19501; 19588 
Turbinaria trialata (1. Ag.) Kiitz. 19433; 19466; ]9484; 
19537; 19542; 19565; 19606 
RHODOPHYTA 
Erythrotrichia camea (Dillw.) J. Ag. 19563a, on Sphacelaria 
Erythrotrichia parietalis Tanaka 19458b, on Pterocladia 
Acrochaetium gracile Borg. 19538, on Turbinaria. The fila-
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ments are about 7 p. in diameter, tapering to 4.5 p.. These are seemingly 
like specimens reported from Eniwetok, up to 2 mm. tall. 
Pterocladia musiformis Taylor 19611, tetrasporic; 19458a, 
tetrasporic, growing with Pterocladia tropica. These specimens are identi-
cal with that illustrated by Dawson, Aleem &: Halstead (1955) from the 
intestinal tracts of fishes. Because of the subcylindrical lower parts and 
decussate rows of tetrasporangia, it seems best referred here despite the 
incomplete knowledge of this species in Costa Rica (Taylor, 1945; Dawson, 
1957) . 
Pterocladia tropica sp. nov. Fig. 21 A-D; Fig. 22 B 
Thalli conferte fruticulosi, 2-4 cm. alt.; laminae erectae ligulatae, 
1 mm. lat., 110-125 p. crass., supra simplices aut pinnatim distiche 
ramosae; rami ad basim constricti, obtusi aut aliquantulum emarginati; 
rhizinae in regione centrali medullari multae; sori tetrasporangiales in 
partibus distalibus ramorum obspatulate ac terminaliter attenuatorum, 
elongati et marginem sterilem prominentem habentes, occurrentes; sporan-
gia dispersa, non in ordinibus disposita; cystocarpi in partibus laminarum 
distalibus expansis siti, utroque in latere tumescentes, angusti, marginibus 
sterilibus laminae prominentibus. 
Thalli densely tufted, 2-4 em. tall, consisting of erect, branched, 
ligulate blades arising at intervals of 1-2 mm. from a system of creeping, 
subcylindrical stolons attached to the substrate by peg-like holdfasts; 
erect blades subcylindrical at the hase, then ligulate and about 1 mm. wide, 
110-125 p. thick, and imple or pinnately distichously branched above, or 
proliferously branched as the result of grazing by animals; branches 
contracted at the base, hlunt and sometimes slightly emarginate; tran-
section showing a dense aggregation of rhizines packed around the thick-
walled cells of the medulla, not invading the subcortex or cortex; tetra-
sporangia borne in terminal portions of main and secondary axes which 
are narrowed at the tip in an obspatuJate manner, scattered, embedded, 
not in rows; sori elongated, with a prominent sterile margin; cystocarps 
solitary, unilateral on expanded distal parts of fertile blades, narrow, 
Fig. 21. A-D. Pterocladia lropica Daws. sp. noy. from the type collection. D. 
19458: A. Detail of upper part of a branched axis from a tetrasporangiaJ plant 
showing shape of sori in the fertile tips, X 5. B. A cystocarp seen from the side, 
X 18. C. A cystocarp seen from the surface, showing the narrow-elliptical shape, 
position of the ostiole, and the broad. sterile, winged parts of the bearing branch, 
X 18. D. Portion of a tran eclion of a min-part of a blade showing grouping of 
rhizines around the thick-w lieU. medullary cells, X 277. E. Antitharnnion pal-
rnyrense Daws. sp. noy. A portion of a tetrasporangiaJ plant from the type collec-
ti'n. X 78. F. Cryptonernia? wnbraticola Daws. sp. noy. Part of a transection of 
a hlanc from a plant of the type collection. D. 19423, X 366. Drawn hy Heidi 
Garrett. 
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bulging on both sides of the blade, the ostiole ansmg from the distal 
third, the sterile margins of the hearing blade prominent; anthf'ridia 
unknown. 
TYPE: Dawson 19458, in 5-15 foot depths at the west ~idf' of the 
entrance to the dredged channel, October 19, 1958. (CC; isotype LAM) 
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL: Dawson 19560, al 5 foot depths north-
west of the northeast end of Sand Island, October 18, 1%8. Dawson 19514, 
on coral heads at 15-25 foot df'pths on the west ~ide of the channel 
entrance, October 20. 
This species is closely similar in size and habit to Ptaocladia ml'dia 
Daws., recently described from southern California (Daw:'oon 1958). IL 
is distinct, however, in its commonly emarginate sterile branch tijJs and in 
the abundance of medullary rhizines which in P. media are srant or even 
ometimes absent. This is the first of the larger forms of Pterocladia to be 
described or reported hom the central Pacific. Its nearest relative within 
the tropical Pacific would seem to be Gelidium eaeruleseens Klitz. from 
New Caledonia which Taylor (1943) found, upon examination of sterile 
cotype material in the New York Botanical Garden, to agree with Ptero-
cladia. This species is similar in size, and, according to Klitzing's figures 
(1868, pI. 56c-d), in the form of the tetrasporangial branch tips. The New 
Caledonia plant differs, however, in its branching which is more abun· 
dant, is commonly bipinnate, and is not confined to the upper parts of 
the ligulate axes. Because of these features and our inadequate knowledge 
of the New Caledonian plant, the description of the present material as 
new seems to be justified. 
Gelidiella bornetii (W. v. B.) Feldm. & Hamel lQ523 
Gelidiopsis intrieata (Ag.) Vickers 19575 
Wurdemannia miniata (Lamk. & DC.) Feldm. & Hamel 19522 
Peysonnelia rubra var. orientalis W. v. B. 19513 
Cruoriella dubyi (Cr. & Cr.) Schmitz 19401; 19381; 19577; 
19604, richly fertile cystocarpic material. Teeth marks of grazing fish are 
evident. 
Lithotharnnium spp. 19454; 19478; 1948U; 19520; ]%52; 
19593; 1959.5. All of these are thin, crustose forms. 
Porolithon craspedium (Foslie) Foslie 19378; 19400a 
Porolithon oneodes (Heydr.) Foslie 19402: 19398: 1945.'\ 
Goniolithon fruteseens Foslie 19385; 19616, forming the 
dominant material of beach sediments along the east end of the atoll near 
Papala Island. 
Heteroderma subtillissima (Foslie) Foslie 19395, on Dietyo· 
sphaeria 
Iania eapillaeea Harv. 19449; 19474; 19487; 19496. in 
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Ceramium turf; 19507; 19521; 19563; 19587; 19590; 19602. 
lania tenella Klitz. 19435; 19612, typical 
Cryptonemia ? umbraticola sp. nov. Fig. 21 F; Fig. 22 A 
Thalli complanati, crispati, brevissime stipitati, ligu lati lobatique ad 
subpeltatos, 2-5 cm., alt., segmentis 2·5 mm. lat., ca. 110 p. crass.; laminae 
novae brevissime stipitatae, per excrescentias irregulares e margine super-
ficieve laminae ferentes successive productae; margines integri; cortex t' 
ca. duobus stratis cellularum irregulariter ovatarum constans; medulla 
e tela laxa filamentorum membranas crassas habentium constans. 
Thalli complanate but crisped, deep, dull red in color, attached to the 
substrate by a small disc or peg, scarcely stipitate, expanded immediately 
into an irregularly lobed or branched blade which may be almost ligulate 
or at times so broad and flared out as to be nearly peltate; blade 3-5 cm. 
tall, mostly 2-5 mm. wide, about 110 p. thick in mid-parts', often secon-
darily attached to the substrate or to an adjoining blade of the saIl)e or 
different plant by a short, cylindrical outgrowth; segments successively 
produced by irregular outgrowth from the margin or surface of new 
blades, each shortly stipitate; margins essentially entire; transection 
showing a cortex of about 2 layers of irregularly ovoid or angular 
cells and a medulla consisting of a loose mesh of thick·walled, mostly 
slender filamentous cells running in all directions, but tending to be 
arranged mostly with the long axis of the blade; reproduction unknown. 
TYPE: Dawson 19423, in shadowy holes at 20-25 foot depths around 
massive coral heads south of Sand Island about 300 meters from the reef 
edge, October 20, 1958. (DC; isotype LAM) 
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL: Dawson 19517, in shadowy holes of coral 
heads in 15·25 feet of water on the west side of the ship's channel entrance, 
Oct. 20. Dawson 19459, under overhangs and in holes of coral heads at 
15 foot depths on the west side of the ship's channel entrance, Oct. 19. 
Insofar as the sterile structure and general habit are concerned, this 
plant seems to fit into the genus Cryptonemia sens. lat. The circumscrip-
tion of the genus, however, whose type is the Mediterranean C. lomation 
(Berth.) J. Ag., is not clear. The refractive filaments of the medulla found 
in many Pacific American Cryptonemia species, for instance, are not 
observed in the present one. The plant seems amply distinct in its habitat 
and peculiarly ramified, thin blades. Despite extensive sampling in several 
localities, no fertile specimens were found. 
Hypnea spinella (J. Ag.) Klitz. 19446; 19477, sterile; 19462; 
19463; 19516; 19588; 19526, sterile. In size (350-600 p. diam.), repro· 
duction and habit (Fig. 22 C·E) these compactly caespitose little plants 
are in excellent agreement with this small, dense species well known in 
the Atlantic Caribbean, but seldom reported from the central Pacific. It is 
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known from Tahiti and has been seen by the writer in Clipperton Island 
collections. Some of the collections, such as 19463, are slightly coarser 
than those figured. 
Lomentaria hakodatensis Yendo 19553, tetrasporic 
Lejolisia colombiana Taylor 19420; 19424; 19431 Of 
these three collections the first agrees best in size (to 5 mm. tall, 19-20 JJ-
diam.)' long cells to 100 ,u. +, and pedicellate sporangia, with Taylor's 
South American species. Number 19424 is nearer in size to L. mediterranea 
Bornet. Number 19431 is somewhat larger, to 9 mm. tall and has often 
compound tetrasporangial hranches bearing once-divided, perhaps imma-
ture tetrasporangia. 
Antithamnion palmyrense sp. nov. Fig. 21 E 
Thalli minuti, 2-3 mm. alt.; axes principales 30·40 JJ- diam, cellulis 
2.5·4 plo longioribus quam latis; ramificatio primaria opposita, non vere 
disticha; ramificatio secondaria alterna, subdisticha; tetrasporangia 
sessilia c cellula forma irregulari parte in inferiore axium ramorum 
primariorum plerumque enascentia, ellipsoidea, 70 JJ- long., cruciata; 
glandicellu lae nullae; chromatophori lineares. 
Thalli minute, 2·3 mm. tall; tetrasporic plants consisting of semi-
prostrate, branched axes loosely attached to the substrate by rhizoidally 
modified, adherent tips of secondary branch lets, these ascending and 
becoming erect and free; main axes 30-40 JJ- in diameter, of cells 2.5-4 
diameters long; primary branching opposite but not strictly distichous, the 
opposite pairs tending to be in irregularly displaced planes, one branch of 
the pair often becoming indeterminate and the other remaining determinate 
and once or twice secondarily irregularly or alternately branched, these 
branches tending to be in one plane; lateral branches with a very short 
basal cell and usually with one or more cells in the lower part of the 
primary lateral becoming irregularl y shaped and producing short, knob-
like branch cells and tetrasporangia, otherwise, the cells of the lateral 
branchlets about 2 diameters long, tapering ultimately to about 15 JJ- in 
diameter, the tip cells blunt, rounded; tetrasporangia sessile from irregu-
larly shaped lower cells of lateral branches, consisting of a clear, ellipsoidal 
envelope about 70 /-i long containing a cruciate tetrad; chromatophores 
linear, closely packed longitudinally around the inside of the cell wall; 
gland cells absent; sexual reproduction unknown. 
Fig. 22. A. Cryptonernia? urnbraticola Daws. sp. nov. A group of three plants 
from the type collection taken from the roof of a small submarine grotto, 
showing primary holdfasts to coral smfaces at a, b, and c, a branch arising from a 
blade surface at d, an anastomosis of two plants by an accessory attachment disc 
at c, and II brunch arising from a blade margin at f, X 3. B. Plerocladia tropica 
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Daws. sp."nov. A tctrasporic plant from the type collection, D. 19458, X 3. 
C-E. ITypnea spiT/ella (J. Ag.) Ki·,tz., all X 8.25: C. Part of a sterile plant showing 
accessory attachment discs uniting parts of fouc dilferent axes. D. Part of a 
tetrasporic plant showing fertile tips. E. Part of a cystocarpic plant anastomosed. 
to an antheridial plant. Drawn hy Heidi Garrett. 
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TYPE: Dawson 19448, forming a fine, furry growth on a piece of 
coral in the surf zone of the reef-flat, north side of Menge Island, October 
22, 1958. (DC; isotype LAM) 
This is another of the tiny, subdistichous species related to Antitham-
Ilion lherminieri (Cr. & Cr.) Nasr (Dawson, 1956, fig. 51) and to the 
Antithamnion sp. of B¢rgesen's 1917 account (p. 220, fig. 217). A. 
breviramosus Daws. is also somewhat similar in habit, but i" tristichous. 
The absence of gland cells and the peculiarly shaped cells from which 
the sessile tetrasporangia arise are distinctive in this specif's. 
Antithamnion lherminieri (Cr. & Cr.) Nasr, prox. 19411a 
This sterile material is very lax, to 5 mm. high, and {;(-·rtainly atypical, but 
from its size, cell shape, paired branches and occasional gland cells it would 
seem possibly to be a variant of this species, although the creeping parts 
are not extensively developed. The paired lateral branches are almost always 
oriented on one side of the axis rather than opposite each other, but are 
not successively in the same planes. The gland cells, which an~ infrequent, 
are borne on a single cell rather than usually touching two. 
Spermothamnion sp. 19397 
Ceramium codii (Richards) G. Mazoyer 19428a This 
agrees excellently with Richard's (1901) illustration and that of Dixon 
(1958). It is a new record for the central Pacific. 
Ceramium gracillimum var. byssoideum (Harv.) (;. Mazo) er 
\ 
194.11, tetra5poric; 194,51, on Avrainvillea; 19475; on Turbinaria; 19/193; 
19510; 19.333, tetrasporic; 19613, on hydroids; 19548, richly develupl>d 
material with 2-3 rows of tran'sverse cells in the lower part of the cortical \ 
bands. 
Ceramium marshaLLense Daws. 19476; 19539a; 19569; ]957.'\: 
19587a; 19591; 19601a These are mostly slender forms with lower 
axes only about 80-90 {t in diameter and usually with elongating intrr-
modes suggesting C. equisetoides Daws. The tiered arrau!!ement of the 
terminal, tetrasporangial segments and the strongly circinatp tip~ of young 
branches, seem, however, to substantiate placement here. 
Ceramium serpens Setch. & Gard. 19559, on Pterocladia 
Ceramium taylorii Daws. 19452, on Caulerpa 
Ceramium vagabunde Daws. 19462a, in Hypnea turf: 19516a, 
tetrasporic 
Ceramium sp. 19392, antheridial 
Centroceras apiculatum Yamada 19561, on a hydroid 
Centroceras clavulatum f. inerme (Klitz.) Piccone 19590a 
Centroceras ml:nutum Yamada 19574a, a wr) lax form 
Caloglossa leprieurii (Mont.) J. Ag. 19429, a very small, slen-
der, attenuated form 
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Polysiphonia sp. 19411a, tetrasporic; 19539, the scar cells 
are regularly placed when observahle at all, and commonly in a % 
spiral above, pericentral cells 4. 
Polysiphonia sp. 19532 This species is tetrasporic, shows 
6 pericentral cells, irregularly placed scar cells mostly 1 per segment; 
segments are about as long as broad; plants are to 1.5 em. tall, 140 IJ. in 
diameter below. 
Polysiphonia sp. 19535 These plants have 4 pericentral 
cells, segments about 1.5 diameters long, 40-50 jJ. in diameter, with 
irregularly placed scar cells. This is near P. sllbtillissima Mont. and P. 
sonorensis Hollenb., but does not satisfactorily match either. 
Alsidium ? pacificum sp. nov. Fig. 2:i A-E 
Thalli ]0·15 mm. alt., filamentosi, cylindrici, e systemate pro~trato 
ramorum per haptera multicellularia affixo, e systemate erecto ramo rum 
teretium attenuatorum infrequenter ramosorum ca. 100 jJ. diam. constantes; 
trichoblastae in spira % apparentes, cellulam-cicatricem reliquentes; 
cellulae pericenlrales ca. 7, in aliquot cellulas mature divisae, cellulae 
axis centralis magnae; cortex maturissime evolutus, ex 1·2 stratis cellu· 
larum angularium, cum cellulis pericentralibus' divisis commixtarum, 
postremo constans; rami laterales indf'terminati exogenosi, sparsi, ad 
basim vix constricti. 
Thalli 10-15 mm. tall, filamentous, cylindrical, consisting of a 
system of prostrate branches 120·150 jJ. in diameter attached to the substrate 
at frequent intervals by multicellular haptera formed by a few to many 
hyphal filaments derived from the superficial corti 'al cells, and an 
erect sy~tem of slender, infrequently branched, terete, attenuated branches 
about 100 jJ. in diameter arising at irregular but frequent intervals from 
the prostrate branches; lrichoblasts regularly and often prominently 
developed, arranged in a 1,.4 spiral, usually early deciduous, leaving a 
scar cell which is prominent in young parts but is soon obscured by 
cortical development; pericentral cells about 7, individually distinguish-
able only in very young apical parls, early becoming divided transversely 
and sometimes longitudinally into several cells; central axial cells compara-
tively large, prominent, giving the axes a segmented appearance when 
viewed microscopically; cortex developing very early within the first few 
divisions below the apex, ultimately of 1-2 layers of angular cells merging 
with the similarly shaped cells resulting from division of the pericentral 
cells; indeterminate lateral branches sparse, tending to be unilateral, 
scarcely contracted at the base, exogenous in origin; reproduction nol 
seen. 
TYPE: Dawson 19426, l UC) on coral heads at 20-25 foot depths 
outh of Sand Island, about 300 yards from the reef edge, October 20, 1958. 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL: Dawson 19430, same locality (liquid 
preserved material only); Dawson 19387, on Dictyosphaeria from 15-25 
foot depths among coral heads near the hreaker line of Penguin Spit, Oct. 
22, 1958. (duplicate in Herb. LAM) 
I am grateful to Dr. Max H. Hommersand of the Biological Labora-
tories, Harvard University, for having made an examination of this 
intprf'sting plant arid provided the following remarks. "In my opinion it 
c 
Fig. 23. Alsidium ~ pacificum Hp. noy. from the type collection, Dawson 19426. 
A. Habit of a part of a plant, X 5. B. Apex of a branch showing apical cell, 
trichoblasts and scar cells in :4 spiral, and appearance of axial filament cells, peri-
central cells and cortical cells near the tip, X 250. C. Transection of a branch 
about 1 mm. from a tip showing pericentral cells already distorted and partly 
obscured by HUTrounding cortical cells, X 250. D. Surface view of a mature branch 
showing shape of cortical cells and. position of the parietal plastids in a few, X 250. 
E. Mediun optical view of a mature brunch showing large axial cells, pericentral 
cells di,-idcd both tranHycrHely and longitudinally, und. angular cortical cells, X 250. 
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belongs in the genus Alsidium near to, but not identical with, A. helmin-
thocorton Kiitz. The sparse unilateral branching and prominent prostrate 
system make the plant look unusual for the Polysiphoniae and suggest a 
resemblance to the Lophosiphoniae or the Streblocladiae. Nonetheless, 
the branches are exogenous and fundamentally spiral in arrangement as in 
typical Polysiphoniae." 
Since the genus has heretofore been known only from the Mediterran-
ean and nearby Atlantic Ocean, the recognition of a single species in the 
central Pacific is surprising and open to question. I have, accordingly, 
placed a querie after the genus awaiting confirmation from other sources. 
The type species, A. corallinum C. Ag., as well as A. helminthocorton 
(La ToureLte) Kiitz., are both larger, coarser plants. The latter is nparest 
to A pacificum in it? size and relatively sparse branching, but differs 
not only in its larger diameter (300 J1- plus) and thicker cortex "hich may 
consist of 3-4 layers of cells in addition to the pericentral cells, but in the 
extremely early development of the cortication, the early and irrcgular 
transverse division of the pericentral cells, and in the relatively large size 
of the central axial cells. Further clarification of the relationships of thi" 
plant must await the discovery of fertile material. 
Heterosiphonia wurdemannii var. laxa Bl1Srg. 1939], tetra-
sporic; 19412a, tetrasporic; 19415; 19417; 19421 
Herposiphonia secunda (A1!') Ambronn 19403c; 19479; 
19578 
Lophosipfwnia bermudensis auc!. 194,05 (see Dawson, 1956) 
Lophosiplwnia scopulorum (Harv.) Worn. 19428; lQ520a; 
19540, on old Tltrbinaria; 19559a; in mixture with Ceramium and othpr 
Lophosiphonia sp. 
Chondria repens Bl1Srg. 19396; 19615a 
CONCLUSION 
One striking feature impressed itself upon us from a consideration of 
the known original flora, the known man-made modifications of the atoll, 
and the observed flora in October. 1958, namely, that conditions through. 
out a large part of the feeding area of fi:shes on the vast reef flats and in 
the lagoons have been markedly changed by man's activity, and that in 
most of these areas the development of Lynf!,bya majuscula has bpen 
favored. This alga is now present as pure stands or as mixtures in almost 
all assemblages of plants in the shallowpr watprs and was observpd to be 
eaten indiscriminately in mixtures 0.£ various algae by such common reef 
fishes as Acanthurus triostegus. Such tests as have been made on this 
alga have indicated that it may show toxic: properties when injpC'ted 
intraperitoneally into mice I Habpkost, Fraser & Halstead, 1955). Further-
more, the recent outbreak of "s\vimmer's itch" in Hawaii. callspd by 
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Lyngbya majuscula, has demonstrated highly toxic qualities in this alga 
even when placed in contact with the skin of human beings (personal 
communication from Dr. George W. Chu, University of Hawaii). These 
observations, as well as the recognition of fragments of Lyngbya in a large 
majority of gut samples of poisonous fishes from Palmyra Atoll (Dawson, 
Aleem & Halstead, 1955) place this alga under strong suspicion as a 
contributor to the incidence of ichthyosarcotoxism in the Palmyra region. 
This suspicion is further supported by the fact that ciguatera-producing 
fishes were not observed at Palmyra until 1943 at which time the major 
physical modifications causing disruption of the natural flora and fauna 
had been inflicted. These disturbances and the creation of conditions 
favoring the large-scale increase of Lyngbya throughout the region may 
have been effected not only by the dredging, filling and other construction 
activities, but also by the introduction into the waters of polluting wastes 
from a population of several thousand human beings. It is well known that 
L')'ngbya majuscula has a broad tolerance for such conditions as high 
water temperature, high organic content, low salinity and high turbidity. 
After the above was written a paper by J. E. Randall (1958) was 
received which presents somewhat similar conclusions from a general 
worldwide review of ciguatera. He says: "The basic poisonous organism 
is benthic, ... most likely a blue.green alga." He points out that in many 
areas, especially in the Line Islands, the incidence of poison fishes has 
I een associated with military activities involving dredging, blasting and 
general disturbance of the natural substrate. He concludes his considera-
tions of the probable cause of cigualera with the comment: "The coral 
reef community is probably the most complex in the sea, and a very 
delicate balance must exist among organisms in competition, such that a 
very subtle change in the environment can result in the proliferation of 
one at the expense of the others. The toxic organism may be but one of a 
group of competing forms." 
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